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WEEK 4 ACTIVITY GUIDES

MULTIAGE



#288
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1 Cup Table (not rock) Salt

4 Cups Plain (All-purpose)

Flour

1.5 Cups Water (approx. You

might need a little more or less

if too sticky).

Brown paper bag for each

child

‘Moon Rocks’ label from the

curiosity sparks space

printables pack (or children

can draw their own labels).

Small bowls or clean table

space for children to mix and

roll their moon rock dough

pieces.

Baking tray, sharpie and non

stick paper.

Salty Moon Rocks

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Measure out ingredients together into a large bowl

Take turns stirring and adding a little bit of water at a time - it should become harder to

stir and start forming a ball.

If too sticky or wet, knead in a little more flour - this can be done by the children!

Break off small portions of the salt dough and hand out to children to knead and squish

into their moon rock shapes.

While the children have fun creating rocks line a tray with baking paper. As the children

finish, place on the tray and write the child’s initials next to each one.

Bake in a slow oven (I do about 160 degrees celsius) for around 2 hours - but this will

depend on the thickness of the ‘rocks’ - you want them to feel hard.

While waiting children can label and decorate their ‘moon rocks’ bag ready to take their

treasures home to play with.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Introduce a tray with playdough, kinetic sand or clay along with some smooth shaped

pebbles. Ask what happens if the children press the pebbles into the dough or sand

surface...do they look a little like craters on the moon.

Investigate pictures, books and videos of the moon’s surface. 

Curiosity Spark - What could a moon rock look like?

3-5 years 6-12 years MultiageBaby & Toddler

Building My 

Language & 

Literacy Skills

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts



Circle & Star Sponge Tray #329
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Shallow tub, tray or dish

Shapes cut out from

kitchen and/or bath

sponges

A little water in the bottom

of the tray.

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Wet the shape sponges so they absorb the water

Pour a little extra water into each tray or tub then show baby and toddler

how to pick up and squeeze the sponges.

Younger babies will enjoy reaching toward the sponges and trying to pick

them up or just moving their fingers around in the water.

AGE GROUP Baby & Toddler

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Tape a length of butcher’s paper to the floor, add some watered

down cornflour paint to a tray and let the toddlers stamp the

shapes into the paint then onto the paper.

Exploring & using 

my senses

Multiage

Exploring Simple 

Math Concepts



#278
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Large fridge or appliance

box

Rope/Christmas lights

Glow in the dark stars

Printed images of the

moon, planets and other

dramatic play labels from

the space printables pack.

Observatory Tunnel

Challenging My

Gross 

Motor Muscles

Baby & Toddler Multiage 6-12 years

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Turn the box on its side with flaps open at each end and arrange lights on the top. Poke

some holes through the box so the lights can twinkle through the gaps into the box

tunnel -or place on the inside if you can secure them firmly.

Tape pictures of planets and galaxies to the inside and outside of the tunnel and stick

glow in dark stars to the box if you have them.

Add some torches and books about space for older children to use inside the tunnel.

Toddlers and crawlers will just enjoy the sensory experience of crawling through the

tunnel.

You could also put some larger holes in the side of the box and push a paper towel roll

through to act as a telescope.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Make shadow shapes on a wall using a torch.

Join a few boxes together and add some cushions inside to create a mini

crawler/toddler obstacle course.

Curiosity Spark -  What can we use to see in the dark? Can you get to the other side?

Exploring & using 

my senses



#285
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Cardboard rolls/tubes - at

least 1 per child

Colourful star stickers (or

just any sticker sheets)

Water colour paints

(edicol dye mixed with

water or bingo dabbers) 

 
Tiny Telescopes

 

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Set out craft materials on the table along with some books and images of astronomers

and real telescopes in use.

Ensure each child has a cardboard roll then encourage them to decorate using the water

paints or dabbers - the reason for using these paints is that they dry quickly, you can also

use acrylic craft paints but you will need to wait for them to dry before using stickers.

Give each child their own sheet of stickers and show them how to peel off and stick onto

their telescope.

Take the finished telescopes on a walk outside to find interesting things.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Use the constellation cards in the space printables pack with the new telescopes.

Peel and stick the star stickers onto some black paper to create a starry night sky.

3-5 yearsAGE GROUP

Curiosity Spark - What can we see using a telescope?

Multiage

Building My Social &

Emotional Health

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts



#319
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Small styrofoam balls

(like you get in the craft

shops)

Old CD’s or DVD’s

Aluminum foil

Stick on craft gems or

mosaic pieces

Straws

PVA glue

Thead or twine if you

want to hang the UFO’s

Picture books or video of

UFO sightings

Recycled Shiny UFO's

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Leave photos and videos accessible for the children to explore and do some research.

Cut the styrofoam craft balls in half - you need a size larger than the CD’s middle hole so

it won’t go through if pushed.

Show children how to wrap the 2 halves of the craft ball in alfoil.

Press straws or craft sticks into one ball to create antennas

Children can peel and stick the gems, beads or other craft materials onto the CD to

create their unique UFO designs

When they are happy with their creations use a little pva glue to stick 1 ball to the top of

the CD covering the middle hole and under underneath so it looks like a flying saucer.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
What do you think a UFO might look like? Can you build it with blocks or draw a picture

to show us?

Set up a sensory tub with ‘moon sand’ that children can land their UFO’s in - add some

cars, loose parts and figurines so they can create their own stories and scenes.

Curiosity Spark - What do stories and pictures tell us UFO’s look like? 

AGE GROUP 3-5 years Multiage 6-12 years

Exploring Simple 

Math Concepts

Building My Social &

Emotional Health



Rock Investigation 
& Clean

 
#281

AGE GROUP 3-5 years

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Scrubbing brushes

Sponges

Magnifying glasses

Landscaping pebbles/rocks

of different

sizes/colour/textures

Large tub (or individual

containers for each child)

Water

Jumbo tweezers or tongs

Egg cartons (optional)

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Fill a tub or individual containers with water and pour in pebbles/rocks

Encourage children to use the brushes and sponges to scrub and clean the rocks.

When they are clean, pick up with tongs or tweezers then space rocks out in egg

cartons to dry (or provide a towel to use and place separated on a table).

Investigate with magnifying glasses and take measurements with a ruler. Provide

some paper and pens for children to record their ‘notes’.

Multiage 6-12 years

Curiosity Spark - What can we see and feel when we pick up a rock?

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Use smaller pebbles in the water tub and add containers and scoops for

filling and pouring.

Use stickers and trays to sort and label rocks by size, colour, texture.

Looking After My 

Environment

Exploring Culture,

Diversity &

Community



#283
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

1 Box Bicarbonate of Soda

White Vinegar (or lemon

juice if you don’t like the

smell of vinegar)

Water

Edicol paint powder dye or

food coloring

Tray/tub with deep sides or

individual containers for

each child if you need to

keep sensory play separate.

Medicine dropper, turkey

baster, squeeze bottle (tomato

sauce ones work well).

Fizzy Moon Rocks

Multiage 6-12 years

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Add 2 cups of bicarb to a large bowl (play around with the amount, I usually end up using the

whole box as the children love making a lot of rocks!)

Mix up your watercolours - you can use darker colours for a space theme or keep it colourful, it’s

up to you.

Add coloured water to the bicarb soda slowly - you are aiming for a crumbly mix. It won’t look like

a ball of dough but can be pressed together. Make sure to let children help with mixing.

Pass out a little mix for each child in a bowl so they can roll and shape into their moon rock. Don’t

aim for perfection here, let them create. Place in the freezer for around 30 minutes to harden.

Place a few space rocks each into an individual bowl and set out some bowls with the vinegar or

lemon juice.

Show children how to squirt a little onto their rocks using the dropper or baster then watch it fizz!

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
For an easier option - set out some cookie cutter shapes into a dish or tray then fill

with bicarb soda. Using a dropper children can add vinegar and watch it bubble up

and over the cutter sides.

Curiosity Spark - What can you see, feel, hear and smell when we add vinegar?

Exploring & using 

my senses

3-5 years

Exploring Simple 

Science Concepts



Squelchy Bowl #339
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

One cup of cold water 

Gelatine (find it in the

cooking section at the

supermarket)

3 cups hot water 

Food colouring or edicol

powder dyes

Cooking spray

Large mixing bowl

Empty ice cream container

or similar to use as a

mould

AGE GROUP Multiage

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Curiosity Spark - Is it soft or hard?

Pour the cold water into mixing bowl.

Sprinkle 3 tablespoons of gelatine over the cold water. Let it absorb for one minute.

Now add the hot water to the bowl and whisk until the gelatine dissolves.

Mix a few drops of food colouring or ¼ teaspoon of edicol powder into the gelatine mix.

Spray the ice cream container or mould with oil - this will help the gelatine slide out

later.

Pour the gelatin mixture into the mould then place in the fridge for 3-4 hours or until it

sets (it should still wobble like jelly).

Place a few spoonfuls of the gelatine mix into a bowl and break it up a little bit.

Give to baby on the floor or highchair and show them how to squelch and squeeze the

gelatine. Let them explore the texture with their senses and don’t worry if they want to

taste as well as it is safe to eat!

Baby & Toddler

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
After pouring the gelatine mix into the mould place a few favourite small toys into the

mould for children to excavate after set.

Exploring & using 

my senses

Building My 

Language & 

Literacy Skills



#321
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Tennis Balls

Large white sheet or

cardboard to act as a

canvas.

Watercolours in buckets or

tubs (I just use a little edicol

powder dye mixed with

water but you could also use

food colouring or liquid

watercolour dye)

Tennis Ball Splat

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Secure the sheet or cardboard to a wall or fence (not a window or high traffic area as we

are throwing balls!)

Mix your watercolours in the buckets or tubs (ice cream containers or sand buckets

work well).

Draw a chalk line to show where children can throw their balls from (this will depend

on age and developmental ability obviously).

Dip balls into the paint then throw at the sheet to make a splatter mark.

If you prefer not to use paint colours just fill some buckets with water to dip balls into

instead but use a darker material/sheet so the damp marks stand out.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Try a different throwing position and the effect this has on gravity. Lay the sheet out on

the grass or pavement then stand on a chair or higher ground to drop balls this time. Is

the splatter different? Was it harder or easier to make a mark?

Curiosity Spark - Can you throw hard enough to make a mark?

Challenging 

my fine 

motor muscles

Multiage 6-12 years3-5 years

Exploring Simple 

Math Concepts



#287
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Black cardboard sheets (1

for each child painting)

3-5 water spray bottles

Acrylic craft or tempera

paint (any colours but

silver, white, yellow

always stand out well on

black)

Water to thin out the

paint

Spray Space 
Galaxy Wall

 

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Tape black cardboard to a fence or wall outside (this is messy so consider where you

setup!)

Squeeze a little of each paint colour into separate spray bottles (children can just swap

around the different colours) then add a few tablespoons of water.

Put the lid on the spray bottle and give it a good swish and shake.

You might need to experiment a little with the paint consistency as it depends on the

spray bottles you use and the paint and water ratio you use. Aim for it to be thin enough

to go through the spray trigger holes.

Show the children how to aim the bottles and squeeze then release the trigger to spray

paint onto their ‘space’ canvas.

The end effect looks like lots of little stars in the sky.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Use edicol paint dye watercolours in the spray bottles or a few drops of food colouring

with water and encourage the children to run around the yard squirting targets you call

out.

Squirt the watercolours into the sandpit or a salt tray to form colourful patterns and

designs.

Curiosity Spark - Can you make a galaxy filled with stars?

3-5 years 6-12 years MultiageAGE GROUP

Exploring & using 

my senses

Challenging my fine 

motor muscles



Asteroid Crawl #330
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Large cardboard box (or a

few smaller ones big enough

to crawl through)

Coloured Balls, sensory balls

or rolled up socks to form

‘balls’.

Rope Lights (optional)

Photos or pictures of stars,

planets etc if you want to

stay with a space theme

(optional).

Sheet or lightweight blanket 

AGE GROUP Multiage

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Lay box on the side and open cardboard flaps at each end. If setting up for younger toddlers

and new crawlers I suggest cutting the cardboard flaps off as they can be too heavy to push

through.

If using space pictures stick to the inside - walls, roof and floor!

If using rope lights secure inside the roof of the box or on top of the box and just punch a

few holes so the light filters in. 

Add balls or sock balls to the inside of the box - not too many though as they are just meant

to be a slight obstacle challenge for infants and toddlers to crawl through - in one end and

out the other.

Hang a sheet or towel down over the entrance to make a ‘door’ or you can also tape some

ribbons or paper streamers on the top of the box so they hang down in front of the

opening/close.

Baby & Toddler 3-5 years

Curiosity Spark - Can we go IN and OUT? Can we crawl THROUGH?

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Add a basket to the other side of the box so toddlers can have fun throwing any

‘asteroids’ they collect in.

Cut holes in the top of a few smaller boxes and show children how to post balls

THROUGH the opening so the balls go INSIDE the box. Can they get them back OUT?

Challenging My

Gross 

Motor Muscles

Exploring & using 

my senses



#336
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Stars cut out of cardboard

(or use template from the

space printables pack).

Roll of crepe paper

streamers

Masking or painters tape

Reach for the Stars

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Cut some short and some long lengths from your streamer roll.

Tape the stars you have cut out to the lengths of crepe paper . 5 - 10 star streamers to

hang is enough.

Now fix the other end of your streamer to the ceiling, window sill, door, furniture etc

just out of reach of the children. Make sure to vary the heights and provide a few more

challenging ones!

Ask children to jump or stretch with their fingers and toes to see if they can reach a star.

Keep moving around to try different ones.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
 Stick a velcro dot (rough side out) to the back of each star and press onto one edge of the

carpet or mat. Children lie on their tummies and need to wiggle and push with their legs

to reach a star - no hands allowed until they reach the star!

Play a scavenger hunt game to run and find the stars you have hidden outside.

Curiosity Spark - How high can you jump or stretch?

Baby & Toddler

Exploring &

using 

my senses

Challenging 

my fine 

motor muscles

Multiage 6-12 years



Marvellous Mashing #328
WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Cooked and cooled

sweet potato, potato or

pumpkin chunks

Potato mashers

Shallow trays

AGE GROUP

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?
Put a spoon of potato or pumpkin onto a tray for each child.

Give them a masher and show how to use their hands to push down and

mash the soft vegetables. 

It can get a bit messy so you might want to do this one up at a table or on a

plastic sheet on the floor.

Give the children a spoon each and encourage them to feed themselves from

their mash.

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Use the potato mashers as a paint stamping activity. Press mashers into a

paint sponge then onto paper.

MultiageBaby & Toddler 3-5 years

Exploring &

using 

my senses

Challenging My

Gross Motor

Muscles



Moon Space
Snacks #314

3-5 yearsAGE GROUP

WHAT MATERIALS 
DO I NEED?

Rice cakes (plain, no

flavourings)

Banana

Cream cheese or peanut

butter (depending on

allergies)

Plastic picnic knives (child

safe)

Chopping board and plates

HOW DO I SET UP & PLAY?

Set out a plate for each child with a rice cake, half a banana, a few cheerios and a

scrape of cream cheese.

Show children how to spread some cream cheese or peanut butter on their ricecake

and chop round slices of banana to place on the top.

Eat your moon crater snacks for morning or afternoon tea!

EXTENDING LEARNING SPARKS
Make some edible ‘constellations’ by pushing pretzel sticks into mini marshmallows.

Make fruit smoothies in the blender with the leftover fruit and a little yoghurt.

Curiosity Spark - Can you make a snack that looks like craters on a moon?

6-12 years

Building My 

Language & 

Literacy Skills

Building My Social &

Emotional Health

Multiage




